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INTRODUCTION 
The computation of probabilities on pedigrees is an essential component of statistical genetics. 
The traditional approach to calculate the likelihood involves an algorithm, known as peeling 
(Elston and Stewart 1971). As the presence of loops complicates the likelihood calculations, 
Lange and Elston (1975) proposed to break the loop, by “cloning” one of the participating 
individuals (loop-breaker). The Lange-Elston algorithm requires identifying the members of 
each loop, selecting the loop breakers and making the copies of each of them, assuring a 
connected post-cloning pedigree. 
Iterative methods of breaking loops have been developed for human pedigrees (Xie and Ott 
1992) and for complex animal pedigrees (Stricker et al. 1995; Wang et al. 1996). These 
procedures eliminate all the loops after a finite number of steps and result in the creation of an 
unlooped pedigree that replaces the original one. However, the systematic identification of 
loops and the criteria of cutting them need further theoretical justification. The graph-

theoretical analysis of pedigrees (Foulds 1992) is 
an extremely useful tool for this purpose.  
The objective of this paper is to present a non-
iterative and theoretically justified method to find 
systematically all loops in a pedigree. A detailed 
example is used to illustrate the proposed 
approach. 
 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRAPH 
THEORY AND MATRIX ALGEBRA 
Two distinct forms of display can be used to 
represent a pedigree, one based on points and 
lines in a graph and the other on matrices 
(Foulds, 1992). In a graph, all points together 
with all lines connecting them can be arranged in 
different ways.  
For example, the looped pedigree shown in 
figure 1 can be also represented as a connected 
direct graph (figure 2). In this direct graph there 
are n points of two types: the points that 
represent the individuals vi and the points of 
marriages mi. There are also lines ej that connect 
the points, that have directions, and that are 

always related with an individual. On the other hand, in a matrix display form, the rows can 
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Figure 1.  Pedigree with nested 
loops 
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represent the points (individuals and marriages), the columns can involve the lines that connect 
the individuals and marriages, and the numbers in the cells can show the relationship between 
the direction of the lines and the points. The advantage of this representation is that the matrix 
form is more efficient to represent large pedigrees (hundred or thousand of points) than graphs. 

Using this idea, we store the structure of the 
pedigree graph in the matrix B (figure 3). 
The matrix B nxe ={bij} for the pedigree in 
figure 2, has bij = 1 if the line j is directed 
away from the point vi or mi, bij = -1 if the 
line j is directed towards the point vi or mi, 
and bij = 0 otherwise. 
Considering only the filled arrows of figure 
2, we have an unlooped pedigree which is a 
class of graphs called trees. The matrix B 
for a tree graph has n - 1 columns linearly 
independent, so the rank of B is n – 1. An 
immediate consequence of the notion of 
rank is that B can be partitioned into a 
group of n – 1 independent rows, and a row 
that is a linear combination of the first 
group; and into a group of n – 1 
independent columns and (e – n + 1) 
dependent columns. So, B  is partitioned as 

[ ]
di

di
KBKB
BBB=  

where Bi  is a sub-matrix of dimension (n – 
1) x (n – 1) and Bd is (n – 1) x (e –  n + 1), 
with the columns [Bd  KBd ]T being linear 
combinations of the independent columns 
[Bi KBi ]T. These dependent columns can be 
seen as the lines added to the original graph 
(dotted lines in figure 2 and shaded 
columns in figure 3), to join some of its 
vertices to create loops. In figure 3,  [KBi  

KBd ] involve only one row of B, the shaded row that involves the point of marriage m5, and 
[Bd KBd ]T is formed by the shaded dependent columns: e6, e13 and e16. If  [Bd KBd ]T = [BiL  
KBiL]T where L is a matrix of order (n – 1) x (e – n + 1), B is equal to 
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Figure 2. Direct graph of a looped pedigree 
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  e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10 e11 e12 e13 e14 e15 e16 e17 

  

v1 1                 

v2  1                

v3   -1  1             

v4    -1  1   1         

v5        1          

v6       -1     1      

v7          -1   1     

v8           -1    1   

v9              -1  1  

v10                 -1 

m1 -1 -1 1 1              

m2     -1 -1 1           

m3        -1 -1 1 1       

m4            -1 -1 1    

m5 

 

              -1 -1 1 

 

Figure 3. The matrix B, where m5 is the row linearly dependent and e6, e13 and e16 are the 
columns linearly dependent 

Using this factorization of B, we can write Bd = Bi L and L = Bi
-1Bd. Besides, there is a matrix 

C =  [-LT  Ie-n+1 ] of rank (e – n + 1) such that BCT = 0  with the columns of C arranged 
according to the partition of B. This matrix C = {cij} is called the looped matrix (figure 4). 
Computation of the looped matrix C can be done by applying Cholesky decomposition to 
matrix B to identify and reorder a set of linear independent columns. 
 

  e 1  e 2  e 3  e 4  e 5  e 7  e 8  e 9  e10 e11 e12 e14 e15 e17 e 6  e13 e16 

  

P1   -1 1 -1          1   

P2   -1 1 -1 -1  1 1  -1     1  

P3 

 

  1 -1 1 1  -1  -1 1 1 -1    1 

 

Figure 4. The looped matrix C, where each row show the loop Pi  
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Each row of the looped matrix represents a loop. The numbers in the cells of C  (cij = 1 or –1) 
show the columns ei and the individuals related to them, that belong to the loop Pi. For 
example, in row P1 (figure 4) paths e3, e4, e5 and e6 form a loop involving individuals 3 and 4 
(figure 2). The set of loops in C is not unique and non exhaustive. However, all loops in the 
pedigree can be found by making all the possible sums among the rows of C. With k rows in C, 

the total number of loops is ( )r
k , with r=1,…,k. For example, adding the first two rows of C 

yields 1 or –1 for columns corresponding to paths e6, e7, e9, e10, e12 and e13 which connect 
individuals 4, 6 and 7 (figure 2). The list of loops identified using the previously discussed 
approach is given in table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Loops and the individuals participating 

 
Loops Individuals 

I             3   4 
I + II             3   4   6   7 

I + II + III         3   4   6         8   9 
I + III             3   4         7   8   9 

III                         7    8   9 
II + III               4    6         8   9 

II                  4    6   7 
 
Given all the loops, we first select as loop breaker the individual 4 because it is in 6 out of the 7 
loops, then we see that in the loop III it does not participate, so we choose as other loop 
breaker a member of III, the individual 8. The idea is to choose the minimum of individuals 
that can “cut” all the loops, reducing the number of modification on the original pedigree. In 
conclusion, graph theory allows us to identify all loops systematically in a pedigree. Large 
pedigrees can be treated in a similar manner.  
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